
Dear Christina,

Decisions are strange things. They can be light or heavy when you take them, and once taken, 
usually not taken back. You were brought up to be a decision maker, a ruler and educated in 
the diplomatic arts of decision making by the very best people available to you. But still I 
think it was the decision making that you learnt to do yourself that is the most interesting. 
This requires both knowledge, experience and something that can't be taught by any teacher, 
I might call them curiosity and intuition. I think that a lot of people assume that curiosity 
and intuition are somehow natural traits that can't be learnt or practiced. I don't think so. I 
think that you can practice being curious and you can build up your intuition by testing it 
and finding out its strengths and weaknesses.

One thing I admire about you very much is that it seem that you understood the art of at 
times being visible or invisible. Obviously as someone who was first a princess then a queen 
you were always subjected to some degree of observation. Someone was always watching 
you, people paid attention to what you thought where you were or what you were going to do. 
To disappear might seem impossible in such a situation, but there are many kinds of 
camouflage and I suspect you knew very well how to use your favourite theatrical devices to 
play the roles of many Christinas, both in life and in your portraits. Those portraits, 
presenting finery and the symbolisms and coded visual language of royal power, were of 
course carefully composed to present you to the world outside, for people who might never 
have seen you, but in order that they would know you and recognize you. 

But this role of royal and ritual finery, which you could navigate for both pleasure and 
politics, was I suspect not all that interesting to you. It was mostly a mask which opened up 
doors to more interesting topics offered by art and philosophy. Such a mask you learned to 
wear already as a little girl, and since you were brought up to be a ruler, a king, you were 
probably given horses rather than dolls to play with like the other princes. And so this mask 
that appeared so natural let you imagine yourself as other heroes. Alexander the Great for 
example, who you admired so much that you took his name when you abdicated the throne, 
converted to Catholicism and moved to Rome. I know how dedicated you were to the image 
of Alexander, and whether you know it or not, in your collections had the statue of his horse 
Bucephalus by Adriaen de Vries. I have read this statue may have served as the model for 
your famous equestrian portrait by Sébastien Bourdon, a cleverly planned and executed 
portrait with which you hoped to secure your freedom from the throne in order to move 
abroad to pursue and explore the nature and essence of truth.

In a careful collaboration between yourself, the artist and ambassadors the portrait formed a 
multi-layered message, a request for support from Philip V of Spain, in a visual symbolist 
language invisible to your own protestant court but decodable by the Spanish king and his 
own court painter Velazquez. Combining a range of models, reaching back from Italian 
depictions of Alexander and Bucephalus, through official portraits of your father on 
horseback and Philip's own taste in equestrian portraits, this painting was constructed to 
please a particular eye, the king's eye.

In contrast to the portraits of you made as a child, which tried to place you within a tradition 
of models depicting powerful queens or accentuate your likeness to your father Gustav Adolf, 
for this image you have constructed your own identity, with the help of the artist and the 
existing, familiar models.

This Christina lives between several worlds. She is tough and unconventional, fiery but in 
control and not actively posing a threat since she asserts independence but is not self-
sufficient and needs the king's help to start her pilgrimage. But is she really you Christina? 
Are any of these models anything like you or simply a selection of your many masks? Having 
made your decision you had to find a way to realize it. Picking amongst the pictures, images 
and models, many of which probably came to Sweden as the spoils of war, in a Trojan horse 
of knowledge, a pandora's box of secrets and possibilities you found an escape route. Like 
exploring a costume cabinet in the theatre she strikes the pose that will help her move from 
the world which has been decided for her to the world which awaits where she decides 
herself. Even if it is not your real likeness it appears to me as the work of a Christina who 
knew what she wanted and what she was doing. Hats off to her.

All my very best,


